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Welcome
The time is now to advocate for sexual health.
Access to quality healthcare has never been more important than in today's
very real and not-yet-gone pandemic. And while the focus is justifiably on
Covid-19 right now, UCSD's AntiViral Research Center and Good to Go clinic are
bearing witness to startling in trends in other areas of medicine. 

As new coronavirus variants crop up around the nation (and our city), we are
also simultaneously seeing an increase in positive STD cases. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there are approximately 20
million new sexually transmitted diseases each year in the U.S. – and this
number is growing. 

This is troubling because the CDC indicates HIV progress has stalled, and it
continues to disproportionately impact Black, Latinx, gay and bisexual men in
the region – particularly those in Generation Z (ages 15-24). 

While the science around HIV and STDs has never been strong (meaning
people affected by these diseases can live long and healthy lives with treatment),
those prospects lessen the longer treatment is delayed. Due to barriers created
by the pandemic and a severe stigma around STD and HIV testing, less and less
people are getting tested and treated for these illnesses. This spells out a
massive public health crisis. 

To help combat STD and HIV stigma and transmission in San Diego, we need
your help. We need community leaders who are willing to be a public face for
the continued need to test and treat, and eradicate stigma once and for all. We
need leaders who will share resources with their constituents. And we need
leaders who will bring the topic of sexual health to the forefront of critical
conversations around public health. 

This toolkit will help you be that leader. Let's get to work. 
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STD Stats
Use and share this data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
County of San Diego, and Good to Go San Diego to strengthen your STD
prevention and education advocacy throughout the month of April, and
empower the communities you serve. 

Roughly 1 in 5 people in the United States have an STI on any given
day, and 1 in 7 people don't know they are living with HIV.

Today, Latinx and Black San Diegans are disproportionately impacted
by STDs and HIV – particularly gay and bisexual men in Generation Z.
In 2018, almost half of all new STDs were among youth aged 15 - 24 in
the U.S.

Chlamydia, gonorrhea and early syphilis have been on the rise (up 3 -
6% in positive cases) in San Diego since 2018. 

Many of the testing protocols now being deployed to fight Covid-19
were first developed to stop the spread of HIV.

Some STDs, including HIV, are known for being asymptomatic, which
means you wouldn’t know you have an illness until it’s spread or led to
other side effects. This makes it critical to get tested regularly.
According to the CDC, 24,000 women become infertile each year
because of an undiagnosed STI. 

While there is no cure for HIV, today's medications do control the
disease. If taken as prescribed, a person living with HIV can lead a
lifespan nearly as long as that of someone without HIV. 

Nationally, new STDs total nearly $16 billion in direct medical costs in
the American healthcare system. Youth aged 15 - 24 bear 26% of total
costs; followed by women who bear 25% of total costs.

Sources: CDC, County of San Diego Health & Human Services Agency

First things first, let's talk data. 
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STD Awareness Month marks an opportunity to raise awareness about what
STDs are and how they impact our lives; and understand why it's important to
prevent, test for and treat STDs. The surge of STDs, as well as the stigma
attached to it, endangers the health of many in our city and nation. 

Given this data, our Good to Go clinic will launch a series of weekly, community
based virtual events to educate the public on the landscape of STDs and HIV in
San Diego today, and why sexual health matters more than ever before. 

Below are pre-written posts to promote the series on social media – just copy
and paste them onto your social platform of choice once per week. Character
limits may apply. (Download the corresponding social media graphics here.)

Sample Posts: 

STD Awareness Month is here – and we're taking time to learn why sexual
health matters matter during the pandemic. Join us and our friends at UCSD's
Good to Go San Diego clinic for the #FactsOverFear livestream series. 
RSVP now at GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear

Wondering how you can protect yourselves from STDs? Our friends at Good to
Go San Diego know how. Tune into their #FactsOverFear livestream series
anytime this month to learn how to take care of your sexual health during a
pandemic. RSVP for a session now: GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear
#STDAwarenessMonth

#STDAwarenessMonth is here – and all of us at [Insert Your Organization's
Name] are taking action with UCSD's Good to Go San Diego clinic. Join us for
the #FactsOverFear livestream series this April to learn why your sexual health
matters now more than ever before. Learn more at
GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear

Facts > Fear
A public awareness campaign for STD
Awareness Month (April 2021).
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZcJDgsaiZz5F2dl4kZTPJVdkHQyo5Y6d?usp=sharing


Facebook: facebook.com/Good2GoSD or @Good to Go San Diego
Instagram: @Good2GoSD

#FactsOverFear
#GoodtoGoSD
#STDMonth
#STDAwarenessMonth
#SexualHealth

Please utilize the following hashtags and tags when promoting the
#FactsOverFear STD Awareness Month campaign.

Handles to tag in captions/photos

Hashtags to use

Facts > Fear
Sample Posts (cont'd)

Did you know? Many of the testing protocols now being deployed to fight Covid-
19 were first developed to stop the spread of HIV. And while we are rightly
focused on the coronavirus, it's important not to lose sight of our sexual health.
Join us and our friends at UCSD's @Good to Go San Diego for the brand-new
#FactsOverFear livestream series this month to learn the importance of sexual
health during a pandemic. Learn more at GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear
#STDMonth

It's a fact: Talking about sexual health is the first step to preventing STDs. That's
why, this #STDAwarenessMonth we're joining our friends at UCSD's Good to Go
San Diego for a month-long #FactsOverFear livestream series to learn why
sexual health matters now, more than ever before (even during a pandemic!).
Learn more at GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear. #STDMonth
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Facts > Fear
Sample Email

Subject line: This STD Awareness Month, choose #FactsOverFear with me.

Body: 

Dear Friend,

Access to quality healthcare has never been more important than in today's very
real and not-yet-gone pandemic. And while the focus is justifiably on Covid-19 right
now, my friends at UCSD's AntiViral Research Center and Good to Go clinic are
bearing witness to startling in trends in other areas of medicine.

As new coronavirus variants crop up around the nation (and our city), our region
is simultaneously seeing an increase in positive STD cases. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there are roughly 20 million
new sexually transmitted diseases each year in the U.S. – and this number is only
growing. 

Friend, this is troubling because the CDC indicates HIV progress has stalled, and it
continues to disproportionately impact Black, Latinx, gay and bisexual men in San
Diego – particularly those in Generation Z (ages 15-24).

To help combat STD and HIV stigma and transmission in San Diego, we all need to
do our part in engaging in meaningful conversations around sexual health, and
sharing important data with our friends and family. That's why, I'm inviting you to
join me at the upcoming #FactsOverFear livestream series to learn why sexual
health matters during the pandemic. It's hosted by UCSD's AntiViral Research
Center's Good to Go clinic, it's totally free, and it's easy to share with your network. 

Virtual events not your thing? I get it; Zoom fatigue is real. Maybe you'll consider
getting the word out on STDs and HIV via social media instead. Here are some free,
shareable graphics you can use as you see fit. Click here to download.

What do you say, friend – will you join me in being a sexual health advocate this
April? Learn more about the #FactsOverFear campaign at
GoodtoGoSD.com/FactsOverFear. 
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Free Graphics
Download your totally free STD Awareness
Month creative assets for social media here.
We are happy to provide you with template social media graphics (including
timeline and Story graphics) for your STD Awareness Month promotions.
English and Spanish graphics available.
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Thank you.
Your sexual health advocacy makes a
difference in San Diego. 
Because of your help, more San Diegans are learning about STD and HIV
prevention and treatment. For that, we thank you – and we humbly ask that you
continue your advocacy in your everyday life by rejecting sexual health stigma. 

If you'd like to partner with UCSD's AntiViral Research Center or Good to Go
San Diego clinic on future sexual health campaigns or set up a mobile HIV
testing day for your community at no-cost, please contact Angela Elo-Rivera at
aelorivera@health.ucsd.edu or call (619) 254-3818. 
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